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ABSTRACT

Solid modeling refers to techniques for unambiguous representations of three-dimensional objects. 
Feature recognition is a sub-discipline focusing on the design and implementation of algorithms for 
detecting manufacturing information such as holes, slots, etc. in a solid model. Automated feature 
recognition has been an active research area in solid modeling for many years, and is considered to 
be a critical component for CAD/CAM integration. This paper gives a technical overview of the 
state of the art in feature recognition research. Rather than giving an exhaustive survey, I focus on 
the three currently dominant feature recognition technologies: graph-based algorithms, volumetric 
decomposition techniques, and hint-based geometric reasoning. For each approach, I present a de
tailed description of the algorithms being employed along with some assessments of the technology. 
I conclude by outlining important open research and development issues.

Key words : Solid Modeling, Feature Recognition, Computer-Aided Design (CAD), Manufac
turing Process Planning

1. Introduction

Solid modeling refers to techniques for unam
biguous representations of three-dimensional ob- 
jects" 히. Its data structures and algorithms emerged 
in earnest in the early 1970s"' and have since 
been used in a broad range of applications: com
puter-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM), 
computer graphics and visualization, virtual reality, 
robotics, computer vision, etc. This paper presents 
the state of the art in automated feature recogni
tion -arguably the most active research area among 
solid modeling applications.

In the early 1960s Ivan Sutherland developed 
the SKETCHPAD system'이, the starting point for 
nearly all research in computer graphics. One of 
the first applications of this technology was in en
gineering design, and early CAD systems were es
sentially for two-dimensional drawing and drafting. 
However, the rise of solid modeling techniques has 
created a proliferation of sophisticated three-di

mensional CAD systems in recent years.
On the other hand, numerically controlled (NC) 

machining was first introduced in the early 1950s, 
sparking research and development of algorithms 
for CAM. In industry, CAD and CAM are ex
tensively used to assist in design and manufacture 
of products, respectively. However, effective CAD/ 
CAM integration has been elusive, and extensive 
human intervention is still necessary to move ideas 
and designs between CAD and CAM in most 
manufacturing domains'".

Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) is seen 
as a communication agent between CAD and CAM. 
Given CAD data of a part (a component of a pro
duct to be manufactured), the goal of CAPP is to 
generate a sequenced set of instructions used to man
ufacture the specified part. In order to do that, 
CAPP has to interpret the part in terms of features.

Informally, features are generic shapes or other 
characteristics of a part with which engineers can 
associate knowledge useful for reasoning about the 
part[8]. Fig. 1(a) shows feature examples: the part is 
interpreted in terms of a hole, a slot and a pocket. 
CAPP will use these features to generate manufac-
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(b) surface features

Fig. 1. Feature examples.

(c) (volumetric) machining features

taring instructions to produce the part. For ex
ample, CAPP typically generates a drilling opera
tion for the hole.

Feature recognition is a front-end to CAPP and 
plays a key role in CAD/CAM integration. It is 
the process of converting CAD data of a part into 
a model of the manufacturing activities required to 
create the part. At the core of a parts CAD data is 
usually its s이id model. Algorithms for feature re
cognition typically involve extensive geometric 
computations and reasoning about the solid model 
of the part.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
discusses feature representations, feature models 
and how feature recognition is used in feature 
model generation. There have been two decades of 
research on feature recognition since the seminal 
work of Kyprianou in 1980,9] and the literature on 
feature recognition is voluminous. Rather than at
tempting to exhaustively cover the history of the 
field, this paper discusses in a great detail the three 
currently most active approaches: graph-based al
gorithms, volumetric decomposition, and hint-based 
reasoning. Sections 3, 4 and 5 present the state of 
the art of these three approaches, respectively. (For 
wide but superficial surveys, see[10-12].) Section 6 
raises important open research issues in feature re
cognition, and finally Section 7 draws conclusions.

2, Features

2.1 Machining features
Three dominant solid representations in use to

day are Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), Boun
dary Representation (BRep) and Spatial Subdivis- 
ion[131. As the solid representation of the input part 

for feature recognition systems, BRep has been 
dominant. It is because, unlike other represen
tations such as CSG, a BRep uniquely defines the 
entities, e.g. faces/edges/vertices, of a solid"기, and 
so searching for BRep entity patterns is more 
promising than searching for CSG patterns, etc.|i4i. 
A feature can be represented as a collection of 
BRep faces of the part, called a surface feature. 
Fig. 1(b) shows examples of surface features.

The application domain that has received most 
of the attention of feature recognition researchers 
is machining. This paper focuses on machining fea
ture recognition. In machining, a feature attempts 
to capture the effect of a cutting operation, and 
can be defined as a surface feature: a collection of 
BRep faces that are to be created by a machining 
operation. In contrast, a machining feature can also 
be defined as a volumetric feature representing 
volume swept by the cutting surfaces of the cut
ting tool during machining. In early days of fea
ture recognition research, machining features were 
mostly represented as surface features. In recent 
years, however, it has become increasingly evident 
that volumetric features (often augmented with sur
face features) provide more comprehensive repre
sentations of the actual machining operations than 
surface features. Section 3 will demonstrate an ex
ample of deficiencies in surface representation of a 
feature. Volumetric features are becoming the norm 
in the cunent generation of feature-based systems.

Fig. 2 shows cutter abstractions and volumetric 
machining features defined in[15]. A hole is typ
ically generated by a vertical sweep of a drilling 
cutter with a conical end. A hole feature is then 
the volume swept by such a drilling cutter, as 
shown in Fig. 2(a). Unlike holes, slot and pocket 
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Fig. 2. Feature definition examples.

features are made by milling cutters. A 이아 is usu
ally machined by a single linear sweep of a cyl
indrical end-milling cutter. A 이이: feature is the 
volume swept by the cutter motion, i.e. an elon
gated parallelepiped with rounded ends, as shown 
in Fig. 2(b). A pocket is machined by a series of 
cuts with an end milling cutter, as depicted in Fig. 
2(c). The pocket feature is then represented by a 
swept volume of an arbitrarily-shaped planar pro
file (floor) along a vector. According to these de
finitions, the example part shown in Fig. 1(a) may 
have three volumetric machining features shown in 
Fig. 1(c). Fig. 3 shows an industrial part and its 
decomposition into 9 features, obtained from[15]. 
(In this figure, recognized pockets have convex 
corners unlike the pocket defined in Fig. 2(c). Sec
tion 6.3 explains why.)

2.2 Feature model generation
A unique representation of a part in terms of fea

tures is often called a feature model or an in

terpretation of the part116,171. There are essentially 
two ways of creating a feature model: feature re
cognition and feature based design, as depicted in 
Fig. 4. When a part is designed through the cus
tomary solid modeling operations, feature recogni
tion is required to generate manufacturing features. 
In contrast, feature based design allows the design
er to use features, called design features, as build
ing blocks to create a part.

In some feature based design systems, design 
features conespond directly to specific manufac
turing operations. For example, there are several 
prototype systems based on the design-by-machin- 
ing-features approach, including Quick Turnaround 
Cell (QTC)“하, NEXT-Cut"이 and the University of 
California at Berkeley's Cybercut"이. In the comm
ercial world, Parametric Technologies' Pro/EN- 
GINEER® and Bentley Systems MicroStation Mo
deler® CAD packages are heavily dependent on 
the idea of designing with parametric machining 
features such as holes, swept profiles, etc.

(b) recognized features(a) a part shown from two viewpoints

Fig. 3. A part and its decomposition into features.
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Fig. 4. Feature model generation.

When designers model the design directly in 
terms of machining features, the need to perform 
feature recognition might be eliminated - the final 
design includes a machining feature model. This 
benefit aside, there are several w이 1-known lim
itations. First of all, in the majority of cases, the 
features that are most natural for use during the 
design phase are not machining features. An ex
ample of discrepancy between a design feature 
model and a machining feature model is shown in 
Fig. 5. This part may be designed by adding a rib 
to the base block as illustrated in the design fea
ture model of (b). However, the machining feature 
model for the part may be defined by subtracting 
two steps (pockets) from the stock, which is a 
block sufficiently large to enclose the part, as 
shown in (c). We should not force designers to 
create the machining feature model shown in (c). 
Instead, we should convert whatever is created by 
the designers into a machining feature model. The 
process of converting a feature model in a domain 
(e.g. a design feature mod이) into a feature model 
in another domain (e.g. a machining feature model)

-------- --

(a) part

+*
base 비 cck

(b) design feature model

二二二7 -*  目

(c) machining feature model

Fig. 5. A part with different feature models. 

is called feature model conversion, as depicted in 
Fig. 4. (A comprehensive survey of feature model 
conversion approaches is given in[21].)

The second problem in the design-by-machining- 
features approach is related to the existence of mul
tiple feature models. As described in Section 6.2, 
there are often m니tiple ways of interpreting a part 
in terms of machining features. The design-by-ma- 
chining-features approach heavily assumes that the 
designers are going to specify a part using a set of 
features which is best for machining. This is often 
an unrealistic possibility in domains such as con
ventional machining in which simple parts may 
have many feature models. The feature model 
created by a designer is not necessarily the best for 
machining.

The most flexible design approach is to allow 
the designer to use whatever techniques are con
venient for describing a part. A feature based 
design system may provide a rich library of feature 
primitives, a powerful ability to modify and com
bine these primitives, and some capability for user- 
defined features1221. However, designers may not 
want to design a part in terms of features only. 
Most commercial CAD systems with feature based 
design capability provide an environment where 
both feature operations and solid modeling opera
tions can be used in parallel during the design of a 
part. In this sense, Fig. 4 does not cover all pos
sible design scenarios.

The evolving consensus is that (i) design and 
machining features are often distinct, (ii) design 
should be done in terms of design features or solid 
modeling operations, and (iii) the part model (which 
may be a design feature model, a solid model, or a 
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combination of both) should be converted into a 
feature model useful for the manufacturing or an
alysis task at hand. When the designer creates a 
part through both feature modeling and solid mo
deling, feature recognition is indispensable for gen
erating a machining feature model. Even when a 
part is designed exclusively in terms of features 
and therefore feature model conversion is to be per
formed, geometric reasoning is required when 
direct mapping from design features to machining 
features is not possible. Such a geometric rea
soning largely coincides with feature recognition. 
The boundary between feature recognition and fea
ture model conversion is vague1231, and the algori
thms for feature recognition play a key role in fea
ture model conversion.

The following sections critically survey three 
dominant approaches in feature recognition for ma
chining applications. For each approach, both des
criptions of the geometric algorithms and dis
cussions of their capabilities and limitations are 
presented in detail. Every section is organized not 
in the same format, but in a distinct fonnat ap
propriate for discussing each approach.

3. Graph-based Approaches

3.1 Description of technique
This approach was first formalized by Joshi and 

Chang'끼. Techniques based on the graph matching 
algorithms have been used in many subsequent 
research efforts and recently incorporated into 
commercial process planning software, such as Tec- 
nomatix's PART125261. In this approach, the BRep 
of the part is translated into a graph where, for ex
ample, its nodes represent faces and its arcs 
represent edges. An example is shown in Fig. 6(a). 
Additional information may be incorporated into 
the graph, e.g. edge-convexity, face-orientation, etc. 
Primitive features or feature templates are also 
represented by graphs (Fig. 6(b)). With this repre
sentation, the part graph is searched for the sub
graphs th기 match the feature templates. In Fig. 
6(a), (f7, f8, f9) will be matched with the slot tem
plate in Fig. 6(b).

3.2 Complexity analysis
Graph matching procedure is generally based on 

the subgraph isomorphism technique, which is a 
well-known NP-hard problem of exponential time 
complexity^71. Graph pattern matching approaches 
have often been criticized for this computational 
shortcoming. In reality, however, this criticism may

(@)—<B)一®

W1,W2: wall faces 
B: bottom face

(b) slot template

(c) missing pattern
(drawn in 2D) (d) invalid slot

Fig. 6. Graph pattern matching.
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be unwarranted. In practical situations, the graphs 
representing feature templates are of limited size. 
In other words, the input size is so small that 
asymptotic worst-case complexity analysis is not 
appropriate. For example, the slot template in Fig. 
6(b) has only three nodes and two arcs. The fea
tures defined in Trika and Kashyap's graph pattern 
matching algorithm have at most six face nodes1281.

Algorithms for computing subgraph isomor
phism are of polynomial time complexity when the 
size of the graph to be matched is bounded by a 
constant. Suppose that G、is the part graph and G2 
is the feature template graph where the number of 
nodes in G{ is n and the number of nodes in G2 is 
k, where * is a constant. We can enumerate all of 
the subgraphs of with size k. Brute-force enu
meration of the subgraphs requires q operations. 
Its complexity is O(n\ which is polynomial be
cause k is a constant. Now, we can apply the (sub) 
graph isomorphism algorithm between G2 and a 
subgraph extracted from Its complexity is O(2k) 
=0(1) because A： is a constant. Therefore, the com
bined complexity is O(n), which is polynomial. 
Note that this is a naive analysis for a brute-force 
algorithm. In implementing graph pattern matching 
for feature recognition, we can achieve much high
er efficiency.

3.3 Feature intersections
A main problem with the graph pattern match

ing approach is that it makes it very difficult to re
cognize intersecting features. While quite suc
cessful in recognizing isolated features, this ap
proach reveals many difficulties when the face pat
terns of the part are altered due to feature in
tersections. For example, from the part in Fig. 6(c), 
we can expect a slot with walls fl and f3 and 
floor f2. However, the arc between fl and f2 does 
not exist in the graph representation of the part, 
and therefore pattern matching will fail. The pos
sible types of feature intersections that may arise 
in a complex part are unlimited. As we cannot enu
merate all possibilities, naive pattern matching 
must be weak in recognizing intersecting features.

The ability to handle intersecting features has 

been an infonnal benchmark for feature re
cognition systems and therefore numerous research 
efforts have been made focusing on this issue. A 
novel solution to this problem was proposed by 
Marefat and Kashyap。이. They observed that the 
arcs between (a feature's) face nodes in the part 
graph may be missing when features intersect. 
They proposed to restore the missing arcs into the 
part graph. They collected all possible candidates 
for missing arcs, and ranked the candidates based 
on part geometry information using the Dempster- 
Shafer theory'*".  The arcs with 'notably different 
(higher)" ranks were restored. For example, in Fig. 
6(c), the missing arc connecting fl and f2 is res
tored, and therefore a slot with walls fl and f3 and 
floor f2 can now be recognized. However, the 
problem with their method is that the exact set of 
missing arcs is not guaranteed to be identified. 
When we add fewer arcs than necessary, there are 
unrecognized features. When we add extraneous 
arcs, we may introduce bogus features. Marefat'"가 

proposed a similar approach based on Bayesian net
works1341, but could not overcome the problem.

3.4 Issues in machining feature recognition
An additional problem with the graph pattern 

matching approaches is that it is difficult to ensure 
the machinability of recognized features. This is 
especially problematic when features are defined 
exclusively as surface features, i.e. collections of 
faces. As shown in Fig. 6(d), even though the 
three faces in b이d m게ch the face template of a 
slot, the recognized feature is not machinable as a 
slot because it is not accessible from the top. The 
non-volumetric notion of feature may cause fatal 
problems in machining applications. The graph pat
tern matching approach has also difficulties in han
dling variational feature instances of a class. For 
example, the pocket defined in Marefat and 
Kashyap's approach'?이 has four wall faces and a 
bottom face. However, a pocket, in general, may 
have an arbitrary number of wall faces - making it 
difficult for graph pattern matching methods to re
cognize wide varieties of pocket instances.

Along the line of Marefat and Kashyap's work［：91,
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(a) stock (b) part (c) delta volume (e) interpretation 2(d) interpretation 1

Fig. 7. Delta volume and multiple interpretations.

Trika and Kashyap1281 devised algorithms that can 
compute the exact set of missing arcs. However, 
their algorithms place very strong .restrictions on in
put parts and feature intersections: the part must be 
polyhedral (only with planar faces) and iso-orient
ed (with no inclined faces). As a consequence, 
every recognized feature is cuboidal, generated by 
associating a volume with the recognized surface 
feature. This work is interesting from the view
point of pure pattern recognition. However, it does 
not consider manufacturing information that ac
counts for feature accessibility, selection of cutting 
tools, etc. Consequently, the recognized features 
are merely form features with cuboidal shapes, 
which might be good for shape analysis.

An important contribution of Trika and Kashy- 
ap“히 is related to the issue of completeness. The in
put for feature recognizers is typically a solid 
model for the desired part, plus a solid model of 
the stock (raw material). The material to be re
moved by machining, called the delta volume, is 
computed by subtracting the part from the stock, 
as depicted in Fig. 7. Trika and Kashyap called a 
feature recognizer complete if, for every part, the 
delta volume is contained in the union of all volu
metric features generated by the feature recognizer. 
For example, if a feature recognizer generates two 
features shown in Fig. 7(d), it is complete. If a fea
ture recognizer is not complete, there may exist un
recognized regions of the delta volume and therefore 
the specified part may not be obtained even after all 
feature removal operations are done. Trika and Kas
hyap1281 proved that their algorithm is complete.

4. Volumetric Decomposition Approaches

In the previous section, I explained the graph 
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based algorithms and discussed several important 
issues in feature recognition. The most critical is
sue is how to recognize intersecting features. In 
this section, I discuss a different approach which is 
often called a volumetric decomposition and aims 
at handling intersecting features. Two major camps 
fall into this category: cell-based decomposition 
and convex hull decomposition. They decompose 
the input object into a set of intermediate volumes 
and then manipulate the volumes to produce fea
tures. In this section, I focus on the cell-based 
decomposition.

The cell decomposition approach for feature re
cognition was originally explored in 1983 by a 
research group from Allied Signal Aerospace (at 
that time Bendix) in Kansas City1351. The objective 
of this approach, called the Phoenix Method, was 
to use volume decomposition to facilitate BRep to 
CSG conversion and to generate machining feature 
information。. However, they abandoned this ap
proach due to a number of computational and 
representational limitations. Recently, however, sev
eral research groups have taken up the study of 
cell decomposition approaches once again. Sakurai 
'38,3이 been a leading advocate for the revival of
this type of technique, and several other research 
groups have adopted similar methodologies'4어4시

4.1 Description of technique
The cell-based decomposition approach for fea

ture recognition essentially consists of (i) delta

Feature recognition can be considered as a conversion 
process from a BRep into a special CSG, called Destr
uctive Solid Geometry (DSG)'街 where all Boolean opera
tions at the internal nodes are subtractions only. General 
BRep-to-CSG conversion has been largely an open res
earch issue despite some promising reports such as[37].
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(c) a feature set(b) cell-decomposition
(top view)

Fig. 8. Cell decomposition/composition.

volume decomposition into cells, (ii) cell com
position and (iii) feature classification. In the first 
step, the delta volume is decomposed into minimal 
cells by extending and intersecting all the surfaces 
or halfspaces of the delta volume. If we are given 
the part shown in Fig. 8(a) and its stock cor
responds to its convex hull, the delta volume is 
decomposed into the cells shown in (b). The union 
of all cells is equal to the delta volume, and the re
gularized intersection of any pair of cells is null. 
In the second step, a subset of the cells are com
bined (composed) to generate a volume to be re
moved by a machining operation, and in the last 
step the volume is classified as a machining fea
ture. In the cell-based decomposition approach, the 
differences of the proposed algorithms mostly lie 
in the methods for combining cells into features.

4.2 Analysis of technique
I call the main problem of this approach the glo

bal effect of local geometry. A machining feature 
usually leaves its traces (faces) in a localized area 
of the part. However, the cell decomposition step 
extends globally the surfaces or halfspaces as
sociated with the faces of the delta volume and 
quite often generates a huge number of cells as il
lustrated in Fig. 8. The difficulty in the cell-based 
decomposition approach is how to combine such 
cells and produce suitable features.

When we have n cells, all possible combinations 
constitute its power set. Sakurai and Chin"' pro
posed to generate all possible features. Even 
though some heuristics are used to prune un
promising compositions, the composition algorithm 
cannot avoid exponential time complexity. This is 

a serious problem because the number n of initial 
cells often is large. Coles et al.[4l] proposed to com
pose the cells into convex volumes only, but their 
approach is also subject to combinatorial explosion. 
Shah et uL”이 proposed a tractable composition al
gorithm which does not allow two features to 
share any cell. Starting from a cell, neighboring 
cells are combined one at a time such that the in
termediate volume remains convex. When no more 
combination is possible, the volume is deleted 
from the set of cells. By selecting a new cell, the 
same procedure is repeated. This composition al
gorithm often leads to awkward decompositions of 
the delta volume, as shown in Fig. 8(c)2). The com
position algorithm generates 14 features to decom
pose the delta volume which could be machined as 
one large pocket. The recognized machining fea
tures would not provide a basis for a practical and 
efficient machining strategy. Note that the example 
part is fairly straightforward: its cell decomposition 
results in a 2D array of regularly-shaped cells. In 
general cases where features intersect non-orthog- 
onally, the resulting feature models may prove un
wieldy.

2) The original algorithm proposed by Shah et a/.[4t)1 may 

leave large portions of the delta volume space un
recognized. Fig. 8(c) shows the result produced by the 
algorithm slightly modified by the author.

Sakurai and Dave'4句 made strenuous efforts to 
compose the cells into so-called 'maximal 
volumes". The composition step starts from a cell 
and keeps adding cells adjacent to each other, but 
by contrast with the algorithm of Shah et u/.“이, the 
intermediate and final volumes can be concave. 
Fig. 9 shows the set of maximal volumes produced
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Fig. 9. Maximal volume composition.

from the part of Fig. 8(a). Each maximal volume 
is then classified into a machining feature through 
graph pattern matching. Sakurai and Dave"어 were 
successful to some extent in avoiding awkward ma
chining feature models. However, the resulting 
maximal volumes may often be "unnecessarily com
plex and awkward in shape'"이. They proposed an 
'enhancement*  step for such awkward maximal 
volumes. However, it is not presented formally and 
no mathematical proof or justification from ma
chining practice is given that the enhancement step 
always generates desirable maximal volumes.

One of the distinguishing characteristics of the 
cell-based decomposition approach is multiple-step 
reasoning', cell decomposition, cell composition 
and feature classification. Cell decomposition/com- 
position generates a set of maximal volumes to 
which feature classification is applied ex post facto. 
The cell decomposition/composition is largely sep
arated from the feature recognition/generation, and 
is not guided by the goal of recognizing specific 
types of features. In Sakurai and Dave s algori- 
thm[44], a maximal volume may not match with any 
predefined feature type. They proposed a method 
to convert the 'unrecognizable volumes" into fea
tures. Yet, no justification was given for it. Fig. 
10(a), (b) and (c) show a stock, a part and the del
ta volume, respectively. A desirable decomposition 
might be the one shown in Fig. 10(d). In this ex
ample, the delta volume happens to be a cell and 

therefore a maximal volume. As Sakurai and Dave'4위 

did not discuss the feature classification step in de
tail, it is unclear whether the maximal volume be
comes a recognizable volume or not. From a manu
facturing viewpoint, it seems counter-intuitive to clas
sify the maximal volume in Fig. 10(c) as a re
cognized volume (a single feature); and there seems 
to be no method for converting the single cell into 
the decomposition in Fig. 10(d). Sakurai and Dave"쇠 

also provided basic rules to combine the maximal 
volumes into a more complex feature so that the 
five features in Fig. 9 can be combined into a single 
feature. However, success is not guaranteed, either.

The convex-hull decomposition approach145'491 is 
also based on multiple-step reasoning and there
fore shares the similar drawback discussed above. 
For detailed discussions, see[15].

5. Hint-based Approaches

Vandenbrande and Requicha'* ” 니 observed that 
searching for exact patterns of faces/edges/vertices 
is very likely to fail because such patterns are alt
ered when features intersect. In response to these 
difficulties, they proposed hint-based reasoning to 
deal with intersecting features. Hint-based rea
soning algorithms were designed and implemented 
first in OOFF (Object Oriented Feature Findei沪아 

at USC, and recently in F-Rex[16] at the University 
of Maryland, IF2 (Integrated Incremental Feature 

(c) delta volume

10. Unclassified

(d) desirable feature model

maximal volume.
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Finder)1521 at USC and the FBMach System at Al
lied Signal Aerospace, Federal Systems Division冋. 

This section discusses the hint-based reasoning al
gorithms with IF2 example.

5.1 Description of hint-based techniques
Vandenbrande and Requicha1501 defined the so- 

called presence rule, which asserts, first of all, that 
a feature and its associated machining operation 
should leave a trace in the part boundary even 
when features intersect. Furthermore, the presence 
rule defines the minimal indispensable portion of a 
feature s boundary which should be present in the 
part. Consider a hole. U이ess it is complexly re
moved by other intersecting features, its machining 
operation leaves at least a face in the final part: 
the cylindrical wall face. This provides a hint for 
the potential existence of a hole.

Hints may comprise nominal geometries, design 
features, tolerances, and other design attributes as
sociated with the CAD model. For example, a 
thread attribute may be taken as a hole hint. Most 
previous work focused on nominaLgeometry hints, 
which are often simply called traces and can be 
identified on the boundary of the part. It should be 
noted, however, that hint-based algorithms can be 
extended to include hints based on other, non- 
geometric varieties of manufacturing information 
such as design features, tolerances and design at
tributes. See[15] for such an extension. (A trace 
may often mean a nominal-geometry hint only.) 
The basic components of a hint-based feature reco
gnizer have been described by Regli* 54161:

1. A set of feature types, M.

2. Each feature type Af in M has associated with 
it a fi자te set of hint types hMl, ... hMk.

3. For each feature type, Af, there is a geometric 
completion procedure P") which starts from the 
hint instances, performs extensive geometric rea
soning and finally constructs feature instances of 
type M.

5.2 Description of IF2
IF2 is a descendant of OOFF and can recognize 

holes, slots and pockets. Its recognition algorithm 
may be illustrated with a 이아 example. In IF2, a 
slot trace is defined to be the wall faces (side faces) 
of the slot. In other words, a slot trace is generated 
from nominal geometry when a pair of parallel op
posing planar faces is encountered, which cor
respond to the slot walls. Given the part shown in 
Fig. 11(a), the lightly shaded faces constitute a slot 
trace.

The geometric completion procedures of IF2 fol
low a generate-test-repair paradigm1551. The gen
erate step first finds the slot floor. Only the space 
between the wall faces is considered, and the part 
faces that are planar and perpendicular to the wall 
faces are taken as floor candidates. In Fig. 11(a), 
we can find several floor candidates and the heavi
ly shaded face is an example. Then, the portion of 
the delta volume between the walls and above the 
floor, shown in Fig. 11(b), is proposed as a volume 
to be removed by a slot machining operation.

The test step checks the boundary of the pro
posed volume. The boundary is partitioned into 
stock faces' which originate from the stock and 
part faces which originate from the part. 'Stock 

(a) input stock and part (b) proposed removal volume (c) boundary analysis (d) recognized slot

Fig. 11. Slot recognition in IF2.
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faces' are those to be removed' by feature ma
chining operations, and part faces' are those to be 
created' by feature machining operations. For a 

slot, the proposed removal volume is not ma
chinable as a whole if its boundary contains any 
part faces' besides the walls and floor. This is be

cause such part faces' will be intruded, i.e. 
'removed, by the parametrized slot feature volume 
which completely covers the proposed removal 
volume. Note that part faces' are those to be 
created* . The cylindrical face depicted in bold 
lines in Fig. 11(c) is such a part face'.

If the test step determines that the volume pro
posed by the generate step is not machinable as a 
whole, the repair step tries to instantiate a feature 
volume which is maximally extended but removes 
a subset of the proposed removal volume such that 
the machining operation does not intrude into the 
part face'. It is a kind of geometric fitting problem, 
and in the example IF2 finally produces a parame
trized slot volume shown in Fig. 11(d).

5.3 Analysis of technique
A problem for hint-based approaches results 

from there being more traces than there are good 
features to recognize. A trace or hint is nothing 
but an implication for the possible existence of a 
feature, and therefore a significant number of 
traces may not lead to valid features. Even though 
the number of traces is bounded by polynomial 
(e.g. O(n2) 아이 traces where n is the number of 
planar faces of the delta volume), it is inefficient 
to perform expensive geometric reasoning on 
every trace. For example, (gl, g3) in Fig. 12 is a 
slot trace, but it does not evolve into a valid slot.

(a; part (b) top view ofihc part

(c) desirable features: 5 slots

Fig. 12. An example of a part with many redundant 
traces.

On the other hand, several traces often lead to an 
identical volumetric feature. For example, in Fig. 
12, five slot traces, (fl, f2), (f3, f4), (f5, f6), (f7, f 
8) and (f9, flO), will lead to the same 이ot, the 
long slot shown in (c).

IF2 tackles this problem by assigning every trace 
a heuristic strength. The assigned value is a com
bined measure of (i) preference for such a feature 
(type) over alternative feature interpretations, and 
(ii) belief that the trace will lead to a valid ma
chining feature. For example, in Fig, 12, (gl, g2) 
is ranked stronger than (gl, g3) based on a heuris
tic that narrow slots are more likely to occur than 
wide ones and the chances of having protrusions 
between the walls tend to be smaller when the gap 
is nanow.

The ranked traces are stored in a priority queue 
and serve as the system s agenda. IF2 selects the 
strongest trace from the priority queue and fires a 
geometric completion procedure on it. If geometric 
completion fails to construct a valid machining fea
ture from the trace, the trace is discarded and the 
next highest-ranked trace is extracted. If com
pletion succeeds, two tasks are done before select
ing the next highest-ranked trace: (1) priority 
queue updating and (2) termination test.

The priority queue is updated to reflect the new 
feature s influence on other traces. For example, 
once a slot is recognized from (fl, f2), the 
strengths of (f3, f4), (f5, f6), (17, f8) and (f9, flO) 
are reduced such that they attract less attention, as 
they would lead to redundant slots.

Initially, the material to be removed equals the 
delta volume. After updating the priority queue, IF2 
updates the material to be removed by subtracting 
the new feature volume from it, and checks for a 
null solid. This is called termination test. If the 
result is null, the process stops because the delta 
volume is fully decomposed. Otherwise, IF2 takes 
the new top-ranked trace and repeats the same pro
cess.

IF2 avoids unnecessary reasoning as much as 
possible by focusing on promising traces. IF2 also 
tries to produce a desirable interpretation (ma
chining feature model) by focusing on preferred 
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traces. However, IF2 does not always generate a 
desirable interpretation. Fig. 7 shows an example 
of multiple interpretations: the part can be ma
chined in terms of two pockets, as shown in (d), 
or as a single complex pocket, as shown in (e). On 
the assumption that a 3-axis milling machine is 
used, the interpretation of a single pocket would 
be better because its cutter axis direction implies a 
sin읺e setup. In contrast, the interpretation of two 
pockets requires two setups. The current im
plementation of IF2 generates the interpretation of 
a single pocket, but the heuristics are largely ad 
hoc and therefore success is not guaranteed for 
complex parts. (See'，아 for examples and more de
tailed discussions.) However, IF2 shows an effort 
for handling the problems of completeness and 
multiple interpretations. Section 6.2 discusses in de
tail both the issue of multiple interpretations and 
the problems of IF's method in tackling the issue.

6. Open Research Issues

In the previous sections, I surveyed three dis
tinct approaches for feature recognition. This sec
tion formalizes the important issues discussed ear
lier and raises some new ones.

6.1 Recognition of intersecting features
The most critical issue in feature recognition has 

been said to be the capability of recognizing in
tersecting features. In the previous sections, I sur
veyed three approaches focusing on this issue. 
Those approaches have made progresses in dealing 
with intersecting features but also have their own 
deficiencies.

Among the cunent approaches, the hint-based 
approach seems to have demonstrated most prom
ise. This is not surprising because a nominal- 
geometry hint is not an exact pattern of geometric 
entities and was introduced precisely to resolve the 
problem of recognizing intersecting features. 
However, the above survey shows that the prob
lem of intersecting feature recognition is still the 
object of active research particularly because it is 
related with other problems discussed in the fol

lowing.

6.2 Handling Multiple Interpretations
A part can be represented by more than one in

terpretation, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Multiple in
terpretations of a part roughly conespond to dif
ferent ways to machine the part and therefore pro
vide downstream applications with added flex
ibility. For example, design analysis or manufac
turing planning activities typically attempt to op
timize manufacturing cost or time, and therefore 
need to consider alternative interpretations.

Most previous feature recognition systems re
turned single interpretations. In a few cases, al
gorithms did produce alternative interpretations, 
usually on an ad hoc basis. Early work on han- 
이ing multiple interpretations include feature re
laxation^, feature algebra^, feature aggregation! 
growing[47\ More comprehensive works have been 
reported recently. Han何이 classifies them into two 
schools: one views an interpretation as a machining 
sequence and the other views an interpretation as a 
feature cover.

6.2.1 Machining sequence view
The machining sequence view focuses on par

titioning a (subset of) delta volume into disjoint 
features. It has been gaining favor especially in the 
cell-based approach: Shah et a/J401, Tseng and 
Joshi"가, Sakurai and Dav/이, etc. Shah et al)40] 
proposed an exhaustive method for generating all 
interpretations and sending them to a CAPP sys
tem for evaluation. Their composition algorithm 
discussed in Section 4 generates features and m나 1- 
tiple inteq^retations simultaneously. Different fea
ture models are generated depending on which cell 
is chosen as a starting point for cell composition 
and which direction is taken. Given a starting cell, 
we may have alternative moving directions det
ermined by its neighboring cells. In the example of 
Fig. 13, we have two principal directior^: — and 
I . Once a direction is chosen, not only the con

catenated volume (feature) but also (more im
portantly) a family of feature models is determined.

Suppose we start from the cell shown in Fig. 
13(a). We can generate a feature along the> direc-
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tion or [ direction, as shown in Fig. 13(b) and (c), 
respectively. The generated feature is deleted and 
the same procedure is repeated by selecting a new 
cell. The new cell will also have alternative mov
ing directions. Each direction will determine a sub
family of feature models. There exists an ex
ponential number of feature models for each (sub) 
family. A combinatorial explosion will rise as the 
number of cells becomes larger or the number of 
neighboring cells becomes larger.

In actuality, the cell composition algorithm of 
Shah et al. is a restricted simulation of machining 
operations. When a cutter starts material removal 
at a point, it usually has multiple choices of cut
ting directions. After an operation for machining a 
feature is executed along one direction, the cutter 
resumes material removal at an unremoved point - 
where it may also have multiple choices for the 
next direction. The nature of machining sequence 
generation is combinatorial.

6.2.2 Feature cover view
The feature cover view has been gaining favor, 

particularly in the context of the hint-based ap
proaches: Vandenbrande啊，Gupta㈣，Han[15], etc. 
In Gupta's dissertationf60J, a feature model is view
ed as a volumetric set cove^61] of the delta volume. 
As depicted in Fig. 14, we can view the delta 
volume A as a set of volumetric elements: A=(Ci, 
e2, e3}. Each feature is a combination of adjacent 
volumetric elements and therefore is a subset of A, 
as shown in Fig. 14(d). We have a set of features, 
F=(pocketl, pocket2, pocket3). Then, a feature 
cover or an interpretation is a subset of F, whose 
members completely cover △. In the figure, we 
have two feature covers as shown in (e). To find 
an optimal interpretation is a set covering problem. 
In a pure set covering problem, optimal means a

(a) pan (b) delta volume

(d) features

Fig. 14. Feature cover.

pock이] + pocket2 
vs.

pocket3

(e) two feature covers

minimal number of subsets; in manufacturing ap
plications, optimal may mean minimal cost, etc.

Gupta proposed to compute an optimal feature 
model starting from a feature set, which is an out
put of Regli's F-Rex feature recognizer and is for
mally defined in[16]. A feature set usually contains 
redundant features. In a feature set F={fl,方，...,片}, 

/ is a redundant feature if F-{/} can completely 
decompose the delta volume. For each feature 
from the set F, an effective removal volume is com
puted by intersecting the feature with the stock. (If 
the feature occurs in a valid process plan, the ef
fective removal volume represents the maximal 
volume that might be machined in the single opera
tion represented by the feature.) Then, every set of 
effective removal volumes forming a volumetric 
cover of the delta volume is computed.

For each computed cover, feature models are 
generated by replacing the effective removal 
volumes by conesponding features. When a fea
ture model is generated, possible machining plans 
are also generated and evaluated. Any feature 
model that is not expected to result in a plan better 
than existing ones is discarded by several pruning 
heuristics based on properties of the manufacturing
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process being considered. Gupta used a set-cov
ering algorithm in computing all volumetric covers 
of the delta volume. Set covering is a well-known 
NP-hard problem, and his algorithm for computing 
an optimal interpretation is subject to combina- 
tori이 explosion in the worst case.

6.2.3 Sub-optimal or nearly optimal interpretations
Whether or not one can compute the optimal in

terpretation depends on the part. For relatively sim
ple parts with a small number of features, one can 
compute the optimal interpretation in a tractable 
time. (The complexities of a part are discussed in 
Section 6.5.) In contrast, for complex parts, it 
might not always be feasible to find the optimal in- 
teq^retation, and the issue appears to be how to 
generate a set of nearly optimal or satisfactory in
terpretations in a tractable time.

As discussed in Section 4, the cell composition 
algorithm of Sakurai and Dave나电 generates so-call
ed maximal volumes, which may intersect with 
each other. They view multiple inteq)retations as 
all possible linear orders of the maximal volumes 
that cover the delta volume. Obviously, the com
plexity of enumerating all sequences is n! where n 
is the number of maximal volumes. They con
cluded that generating all the interpretations is un
realistic and proposed to generate an interpretation 
using some heuristics discussed in[62].

Han"이 considered an interpretation as a feature 
cover and proposed to produce a single satisfic- 
izig”기 interpretation, as discussed in Section 5. In 
his system IF2, promising/preferred traces are given 
higher strengths and tried first. Consequently most 
prefened features constitute the resulting interre
lation. However, the heuristics are largely ad hoc 
in the sense that they are based only on partial/lo- 
cal information, and therefore some traces may be 
paid less attention than they should be. As a result, 
potentially useful interpretations could be elimina
ted from consideration. To tackle this problem, he 
developed a mechanism for generating alternative 
interpretations on demand from a human user. Ide
ally, these demands should come from the process 
planing system. The design and implementation of 
communication architecture between feature reco

gnizers and CAPP would be a challenging issue, 
but he made little discussion on this.

63 Incorporation of manufacturing knowledge
Feature recognition is considered as a front-end 

of process planning, but there has been a wall 
between feature recognition and process planning. 
Much of the manufacturing knowledge such as 
manufacturing resources and tooling, typically used 
in process planning, is rarely incorporated into fea
ture recognition. A feature recognizer simply outputs 
a set of features for a process planner, and there is 
little communication between them. As an example, 
consider hole recognition. A hole is typically re
cognized from a cylindrical cavity of an input part. 
However, if there is no drilling cutter with the same 
radius as the cylindrical cavity, the recognized fea
ture might not be machined as a hole. Instead, a 
pocket interpretation would be required. This ex
ample shows that the features produced by many fea
ture recognizers are not always machinable.

As shown in Fig. 2(c), a pocket s profile should 
not have convex vertices because these cannot be 
milled by physical cutters with nonzero diameters. 
However, Han卩이 assumes that the milling cutter 
has an infinitesimal radius, and therefore a profile 
with a convex vertex is considered acceptable. The 
rationale for this assumption is two-fold. First of 
all, we cannot determine the machinability of a 
pocket until the available tool set is known. For ex
ample, the pocket shown in Fig. 2(c) will not be 
machinable if all available milling cutters radii are 
greater than the radius of the pocket s cylindrical 
face (pocket comer). Secondly, since a pocket usu
ally has associated tolerances, one may be able to 
machine a pocket with rounded corners whose ra
dii are sufficiently small to satisfy the specified tol
erances. Only when the available tool set is known 
and tolerances are examined can we determine a 
pocket s machinability.

These two examples show that feature recogni
tion systems require information beyond geometry 
of the part to be manufactured. Roberts et 叫丄拘이 

proposed a system which considered available fac
tory resources. Regli"이 introduced algorithms for 
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accoimtin흠 for tool assembly interference, tool 
shapes, and tool radii during feature recognition. 
In order to produce most process-specific features, 
feature recognition systems may have to interact 
with a manufacturing resource agent, which would 
have access to the available tool database, as des
cribed in[65]. Based on the information provided by 
the agent, for example, the feature recognizer would 
not recognize a cylindrical hole that cannot be drill
ed with the available tools.

6.4 Application to other manufacturing domains
To reason about CAD data across different 

manufacturing processes and throughout their life
cycle, we need different sets of feature concepts 
and feature definitions. As solid modeling tech
nology has advanced, increasingly realistic and 
complex real world parts can be modeled. This ad
vance in solid modeling has not produced a cor
responding advance in feature recognition tech
nology to handle the more realistic parts and more 
varied manufacturing domains.

Many feature recognition efforts are still focus
ing on domains of polyhedral parts. Several other 
manufacturing processes of critical importance in
clude casting, forging, machining of free-formed 
surfaces, assembly166'681, and layered manufacturing. 
The features for these domains and the algorithms 
for recognizing them may prove vastly different 
from those touched on above.

6.5 Scalability
The issue of speed has rarely been addressed in 

the context of feature recognition. As discussed ear
lier, some algorithms show exponential complexity. 
Even if many existing feature recognizers have po
lynomial time complexities, they often run minutes 
for simple parts with a few dozen surfaces. If the 
CAD input for feature recognition systems include 
more complex realistic parts typically used in in
dustry or the systems consider more manufacturing 
issues such as tool accessibility, time can become 
a computational bottleneck. To alleviate the com
putational costs of geometric reasoning and exploit 
the growing power of networked and multipro
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cessor computers, Regli et 丸."이 developed mul
tiprocessor feature recognition algorithms. In most 
cases, however, the issue of speed and scalability 
has been ignored. More studies are required to 
bring computationally intensive geometric reason
ing algorithms into everyday use.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, I have presented an overview of 
three distinct approaches in feature recognition for 
machining applications: graph-based algorithms, 
volumetric decomposition and hint-based reasoning. 
I have attempted to show where these approaches 
have had some success and where some of the is
sues for future work lie. In the machining domain, 
specific problems identified for which complete 
solutions have not yet been found include re
cognizing intersecting features, handling multiple 
interpretations within a sin이e domain, controlling 
computational complexity, and associating manu
facturing information with the recognized features.

There have been two important efforts worth 
mentioning. A special panel session for feature re- 
cognitior史비 was organized at the 17th ASME Int
ernational Computers in Engineering Conference, 
which was held in September of 1997. Four rese
arch groups participated in the panel session: (1) G. 
Little, R. Tuttle, D. Clark and J. Comey (UK 
Heriot-Watt University)“이, (2) E. Wang and Y. Kim 
(University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)1711, (3) 
J. Han (Sung Kyun Kwan University in Korea; form
erly at USC and NIST), W. Regli (Drexel Univ
ersity) and S. Brooks (Allied Signal)1721, and (4) R. 
Sonthi and R. Gadh (University of Wisconsin)1731. 
Each group reported test results with a collection of 
benchmark parts, which were submitted by the four 
participating groups. The panel session showed the 
cunent status of existing feature recognition sy아ems, 
and there were discussions on the future research 
directions.

At the U.S. National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST), there have been efforts for es
tablishing a part repository for feature recognition, 
process and assembly planning. The part reposi
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tory is available through the World Wide Web at 
http://www.parts.iiist.gov. (The parts for the special 
panel session mentioned above are also stored in 
the repository.) The part repository has helped 
research and development efforts obtain and share 
examples, focus on benchmarks, and identify areas 
of research need.
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